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ABSTRACT

.. - The frequency dependence o£\tehe; line width of microwave 

ferrites determined experimentally* Results of these experi

ments indicate that the line width exhibits a resonance type peak 

between 2*8 and 3*95 kmc and Is constant from 8«2 to 18 kmc = Thus 

neither the Bloch-Bioembergen nor the Landau-Lifshitz damping terms 

for the equation of motion of magnetisation lead to the correct 

expression for line width in the frequency range from 2<>8 to 18 

kmc* However, the experimental results do substantiate the 

Bloch-Bloembergen formulation in the frequency range from 8,2 to 

18 kmc, '
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

In general ferrites may be considered as nonmetallie magnetic 

materials which have a crystalline structure. They have low 

conductivities and low hysteresis losses. In the absence of a 

magnetostatic field they behave essentially as a dielectric; however, 

when placed in a magnetostatic field they exhibit anisotropic magnetic 

properties. Although ferrous ferrite, or magnetite, was the earliest 

known magnetic material, the use of ferrites in the electronics 

industry has been developed only during the past twenty years. Their 

first commercial use was as high frequency transformer cores where 

their property of low conductivity was utilized to realize smaller eddy 

current losses than could be obtained with laminated or powdered iron. 

Since 1945 other uses for ferrites have been rapidly developed, 

particularly in the microwave field. Typical microwave applications 

are isolators, modulators, phase shifters, and circulators.

The early commercial ferrites were similar in crystalline 

structure to the mineral spinel Mg Al^ 0^. In general they could be 

expressed by the chemical formula where X is a bivalent metallic

ion such as manganese, zinc, nickel, or cobalt. More recently a class 

of ferromagnetic oxides containing iron and rare earths and having a

1
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garnet crystal structure have been developed. The chemical formula 

for this class of ferrites is * ^2^3 v̂ lere % denotes a
trivalent rare earth ion from samarium to lutecium, or yttrium.^

Among the garnet structure ferrites the yttrium iron garnet (YIG) 

appears to have the most desirable characteristics for microwave 

applications. As a result YIG ferrites were used in the experimental 

portions of this thesis.

All materials have certain basic properties, a knowledge of

which will allow the determination of the suitability of the material

for a particular application. Some of the basic properties of ferrites

which are important for microwave applications are: saturation

magnetization, Curie temperature, dielectric constant, susceptibility

tensor components, and ferromagnetic resonance line width. This paper

is concerned only with the ferromagnetic resonance line width which is

defined as the incremental field between the points where the absorption
2is half the peak resonance absorption.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
3It was shown analytically by Berk that the ferromagnetic 

resonance line width of a spherically shaped ferrite is either

^G. P. Rodrigue, et al, "Ferromagnetic resonance in some 
polycrystalline rare earth garnets," Scientific Report No. 11.
Gordon McKay Laboratory of Applied Physics, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass., p 3; July, 1957.

2W. P. Ayres, et al, "Ferrites - part III, limitations and 
measurements," Svlvania Technologist, vol. IX, p XX; January, 1956.

3A. D. Berk, "Dependence of the ferromagnetic resonance line 
width on the shape of the specimen", J of Appl. Phys.. vol. 28, 
pp 190 - 192; February, 1957.
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independent of frequency or linearly dependent upon frequency, depend

ing upon whether the Bloch-Bloembergen damping term of the Landau-Lifshitz 

damping term is assumed in the equation of motion of magnetizations The 

purpose of this thesis is to determine experimentally which of the above 

formulations is valid*

1*3 Method of Approach

The usual experimental method of determining line width consists 

ofJplacing a small fertite sample in a resonant cavity and determining 

the absorption of energy as the magnetostatic field is changed* This 

method has several disadvantages5 a few of which are: (1) it is diffi

cult to vary frequency; (2) it requires high Q cavities which are 

usually quite expensive; and (3) it is difficult to instrument* All 

of these disadvantages are overcome by the use of the cross guide coupler 

technique developed by Stinson and for this reason his method was used 

to measure the line widths of several ferrite samples at various frequen

cies in the following bands;

- S band 2*6 - 3*95 kmc

X band 8*2 - 12*4 kmc

Ku band 12*4 - 18*0 kmc

The experimental results and a comparison with Berk's analytical predictions 

will be found in Chapter 3*

4D. Co Stinson, "Ferrite line width measurements in a cross 
guide coupler", IRE Trans* on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 
volo MTT-6, pp 446 *■ 450; October, 1958a



Chapter 2 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS

'2a! . Equation of Motion of Magaetizafcioa •

The derivation of the basic equation of motion of magnetization 

in a ferrite has been made by several authors The form followed

here will be that of Hogati who made use of the classical model of 

ferromagnetic resonance® In this model the electrons of the magnetic 

material are considered to be negatively charged spinning magnetic 

tops which align themselves along the axis of an applied magnetostatic 

field® Upon the application of an alternating magnetic,field along 

an axis perpendicular to the magnetostatie field the electrons precess.

■ in circles of' ever increasing, diameter about the axis of the - magneto-* ■ 

static field until some damping force confines them to an equilibrium 

position® This action may be considered someTshat analogous to the 

precession of a Spinning gyroscope suspended in gimbal rings from a 

point other than its center of gravity and subjected to an alternating 

force perpendicular to the gravitational field®

y • ; 5 ' y ■ ... . ' ' v. ■ y. , y ■ -
G® L® Hogah# ’’Themicrowave gyratory?' Bell Sys® Tech® Jour® , 

. vole 31y pp 1-31; January; 1952® ■■ :y ; y" y ■

H® Go Beijers^ "Measurements on gyromagnetic resonance of a 
ferrite using cavity tesonators^" thysica® yol® 14; pp. 629-641; 
February1^41 ® : ' . ■ .,
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Hogan's mathematical derivation followed conventional lines 

in that it started with the angular momentum and the magnetic moment 

of an electron and then proceeded to find the equation of motion of 

the electron and the equation of motion of magnetization which can be 

written as:

dM/dt - 7 M x H (2.1)

where:

M * magnetization of the medium 

Ht * the total field within the sample

7 * ge/2mc, the magnetomechanical ratio 

where e and m are the electron charge 

and mass respectively and c is the 

velocity of light.

Equation 2.1, however, does not include damping. Damping may 

be included by the use of either the Landau-Lifshitz or the Bloch- 

Bloembergen type of damping term.^ If the Landau-Lifshitz damping 

term is used the equation of motion is

dM/dt - 7 (M x Ht) +. 7a [ Mx(M x H^)]/|M| (2.2)

where a is an experimentally determined positive number which gives

the magnitude of the damping force. If the Bloch-Bloembergen damping

term is utilized the equation of motion of magnetization becomes

dMxy / dt - (5 x 1 ^  - Mxy/T2 (2.3)

where is the transverse characteristic relaxation time.

^Berk, p 190
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2.2 Dependence of Line Width on Frequency

Starting with equations 2.2 and 2.3, Berk showed that the two 

formulations yield different expressions for line width as a function
g

of frequency. His work was essentially as follows: Equations 2.2

and 2.3 were solved and the components of the magnetic susceptibility
9were determined. Since the quantity normally measured in resonant 

cavity line width experiments is the change in reciprocal Q, the 

magnetic susceptibility terms were substituted into the expression for 

change in reciprocal Q. This in turn was solved for line width. Thus 

the following expressions result for spherical samples:

With Bloch - Bloembergen damping term

line width ** 2/y T^ (2.4)

With Landau - Lifshitz damping term

line width = 2 d  w/y (2.5)

Thus it can be seen that with the Bloch - Bloembergen damping term 

the line width should be independent of frequency; whereas, with 

the Landau - Lifshitz term line width should be linearly dependent 

upon frequency. While Berk noted this conflict regarding frequency 

dependence, his primary interest was in the effect of sample shape on 

line width. His preliminary results favored the Bloch - Bloembergen 

damping term.

^Berk, pp 190 - 192
QH. Suhl and L. R. Walker, "Topics in guided wave propagation 

through gyromagnetic media," Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 33, p 585; 
1954
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2* 3 The Gross Guide Test Coupler

All elements of the experimental equipment ate standard 

microwave components with the exception of the .test, coupler^ She 

test coupler is similar to a conventional cross guide coupler except 

that coupling is obtained through a single circular hole centered in 

the common wallo Figure 2o1 is a drawing indicating pertinent di

mensions of test couplers for .$?, X* and Xu bandso An access hole is 

provided in one wall of the coupler for inserting the sample, which . 

is glued in place in the coupling hole with Duco cements The theory 

pertaining to the use of the cross guide coupler technique to measure 

line width is fully covered elsewhere,, s ' However, to insure 

continuity some of the basic principles of this theory will be 

summarized here* v; , ,

... • TA. ■ ' ■ ' . - ; ' . •Da e9 Stinson, '•Coupling through ah aperture containing an 
anisotropic ferrite", IKE Transa on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 
vola MTT-5, pp 184 - 191; July, 1957

" ii " ■  ■ . ■. ■ ■De C® Stinson, "Experimental techniques in measuring ferrite
line widths with a cross guide c o u pler", IKE 1IESC0M Convention Record,
Part 1, pp 147 *• 150; August, 1958

12 ; :  ; - 1  
Da Go Stinson, "Ferrite line width measuremehts in a cross

guide coupler", IRE Transo on Microwave Theory and Techniques,
volo MIT-6, pp 446 - 450; October, 19580
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COMMON COUPLING ACCESS 
WALL HOLE HOLE 
THICKNESS DIAMETER DIAMETER 

s BAND 0.050 IN. 0.393 lN. l.O IN. 

X BAND 0.020 0.125 0.75 

Ku BAND 0.015 0.085 0.50 

FIGURE 2.1- CROSS GUIDE TEST COUPLER 
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Since the coupling hole is centered in the broad face of both 

the primary and secondary arms of the test coupler, the electric field 

is the only field component of the mode which can effectively

couple. An adjustable short is used to terminate the primary arm of 

the test coupler at a multiple of a half guide-wavelength from the 

aperture, thus causing a null of electric field at the aperture. The 

test coupler is oriented between the poles of a magnet such that the 

magnetostatic field is perpendicular to the broad faces of the wave

guides. With a magnetostatic field applied, the transverse component 

of microwave magnetic field in the primary waveguide will excite the 

electrons in the ferrite. These electrons will precess in planes 

normal to the magnetostatic field and a microwave magnetic field will 

be induced in this plane but in space quadrature to the incident micro

wave magnetic field. This induced field will be longitudinal in the 

primary arm and transverse in the secondary arm. Since the longitudinal 

magnetic field component of a TE^^ mode vanishes at the center of the 

waveguide, the induced field will not excite the primary arm. However, 

it will excite a TE^^ mode in the secondary arm, since the transverse 

component of magnetic field is a maximum at the center of the waveguide. 

The power coupled into the secondary guide can be expressed in terms

of the magnetic susceptibility (X ). The line width is defined as thexy
incremental field between the points where the absorptive component

(real part of X ) is half the peak resonance absorptive component, xy
However, this "line width incremental field" is of the same magnitude 

as the incremental field measured at the 3 db points on the coupled 

power curve which thus enables the determination of line width by merely
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noting the two values of the magnetostatie field at which coupled 

power Is.doxm 3 dh from its peak value. This relationship is 

illustrated in Figure Se2= : ;, .

2o4 ; Stinson8 s Experiment - ’ ■; .;V ’

: In 1958 Stinson performed experiments to determine the effect

of sample size, surface finish, and frequency variation on the line

width of" microwave ferrites» The results of these 1 experiments 

indicated that; V’ \ ■. : ; ■: ' - - ̂

lo A 3:1 variation in sample size caused up to a 5 per cent 

change in line widths-. -. ' \ .

2o An improvement of surface finish resulted in up to a 

25 per cettt reduction in line mdth for poly crystal line YIG samples*.

3<. Mo conclusive results regarding frequency dependence could 

be established; however, data obtained indicated no variation in line 

width as a function of frequency from 216 “ 18 kmc, but at 35 kmc the

measured line width was twice as largeo * .

The inconclusive results regarding frequency dependence were 

attributed to two factors® First, the measurement of the magneto- 

static field was only accurate to one per centw and second, the ratio 

of sample size to guide wavelength was not kept constant® A one per

Do C® Stinson, "’Experimental techniques in measuring ferrite 
line widths with a cross guide coupler", IRE WESCOB Convention Record® 
part 1, pp 147 - 150; August, 1958 '% / , ,
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cejat error in - the two. 3 db measurements of a magnetic f ield of about 

3000 oersteds could result in an error of up to 100 per cent for a 

line/width of 60 oersteds^ This source of possible error was nearly 

eliminated in the experimental work of this project by the use of a 

precision gaussmeterV Compared to the possible error from a magneto- 

static field measurement^ the fact that the ratio of sample site to 

guide• wavelength was riot kept constant is a relatively minor point1 

Stinson’s data showed that even a 3s1 variation in sample size would;

■' cause only a .$ per cent change in;line width® ; However^.to avoid a■ - / .; 

portion of this possible error the ratio of sample diameter to guide 

wavelength at the center frequency of each waveguide range was kept 

constant in the experimental.portion of this projecto



Chapter 3 

EKPERIMBNfAL STUDY

3o1 Preparation of Ferrite Samples

The ferrite samples used in the experimental work were ordinary 

polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet ferrites and when received were 

rods of either circular or rectangular cross section. Since a spherical, 

sample shape was required, the rods were cut with a diamond saw into 

appropriate lengths and then subjected to a grinding process to obtain 

the proper shape,and surface finish* It has been shown that extreme 

variations in surface finish can cause up to a 25 per cent variation
• ' ' 'I A. .in line width; so it was necessary to take particular care in grind- 

''ing,the samples* -

The grinding process used was quite simple; however, it proved 

to be a long and tedious chore requiring constant attention* In the 

first step an air stream was used to blow the sample around the inner 

surface of a hollow 80 grit grinding wheel until the rough sample assumed 

a spherical shape approximately 0*005 inch larger than the desired 

diameter* In the second step rthe polishing process- the grinding 

stone was replaced with a hollow wooden cylinder lined with abrasive

line Widths with a cross guide coupler*’, IRE WESCOM Convention Record* 
Part 1> pp 147 - 150; August, 1958

13



cloth® Two grit sizes of abrasive cloth were used in turn-180 and 

320® As mentioned in section 2»4 the ratio of sample diameter to 

guide wavelength at the center frequency of each waveguide range was 

kept constant (d/A = =0297)® The sphere diameters necessary for this 

relationship were: S band, 0®153 inch; % band, 0®50 inch; and

band^ Q®32 inch® The samples were '/first ground, to 0e 153 inch, and the 1 

S band experiment performed® Then they were ground down further to 

X band size and tested̂  and likewise ground again arid tested at K 

band® It is worth noting.that as the sample size gets smaller it is 

increasingly more difficult to obtain a uniformly smooth surface finish 

devoid of small pits and also the possibility of losing the sample 

increases rapidly® ' '

.3®2 The Measurement System

A block diagram of the measurement system is show in Figure 

Sol® All components were conventional ones with the exception of the 

test coupler which was discussed in' section' 2® 3® The particular ' ■ ":

. equipment type riumbers' shown in .Figure 3® 1.are for. X band' components,,;■ 

but Gorrespondirig items were uhed in the other two bands with one 

exception® In the S band tests a precision attenuator was not avail*' 

able so a calibrated attenuator was substituted® The possible error 

caused by this substitution is discussed in section 3=4®

Other components not shown in Figure 3®1 are the Variant Magnet 

Model V-4Q07 which provided the magnetostatic field and the Mumar 

Precision Gaussmeter Model M-2 which was used to measure the field
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3.3 Description of Experiment

The following procedure was used in performing the experimental 

study. The klystron was tuned to the desired frequency and modulated 

with a 1000 cycle square wave. The adjustable short was tuned until 

a null of electric field occurred at the test coupler aperture as 

indicated by no output at the detector in the secondary arm. With the 

precision attenuator set to 3 db the magnetostatic field was applied 

and then increased until a peak of the coupled power curve was obtained. 

This peak output was then adjusted to a convenient level by the variable 

attenuator in the primary arm. The magnetostatic field was then de

creased considerably below resonance and the precision attenuator set 

at zero db. Increasing the magnetostatic field until the coupled power 

reached the prescribed reference level yielded the first 3 db magneto

static field value (H^, in Figure 2.2). The field was then increased 

again until the coupled power passed through its peak and decreased 

to the reference level. This provided the second 3 db magnetostatic 

field value (Hg). The line width was then simply - H^. By always 

increasing the magnetostatic field during the measurements, hysteresis 

effects were avoided.

3.4 Properties of Test Equipment and an Analysis of Experimental

Errors

Essentially two measured quantities were involved in the 

experiment: the operating frequency of the klystron oscillator and

the magnetostatic field intensity. For the measurement of klystron



' frequency the following instruments^ with indicated accuracies^ were

; : .

Frequency Device • . Accuracy

S band FED 504 Hetrodyne - Go03 percent
Frequency Meter . ■

X band HP X532A Cavity - 0=08 percent
Frequency Meter

E band ; HP P532A Cavity - 0.10 percent
■ ■ ' Frequency Meter .

The instruments used to measure magnetostatie field intensity 
’ and,their;accuracies are indicated below; .

- Device v; Accuracy
Kumar Precision Gaussmeter OoOOl percent or the accuracy
Model M-2 of the external frequency

standard whichever is. greater

Frequency Meter BC-221 4- 0O06 percent
(used as external frequency 
standard for gaussmeter, S 

 ■ and X bands) .■: ■■ ■ • ; v\ . ;: ; ■ :'; _..

• ' ' ' ' . Frequency Meter TS-323/1? 1 ''4 Ool - percent .
 ̂;; :'(external-frequency s t a n d a r d ' % " ■ v'
. for ' gaussmeterE ̂ band) ' . ■ - :

. , ■; • ■ , , . 1 , , ■ ’1 • U -  ■ . ■ "■ . ■ '' v • - , : ' '
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In additionj, the precision attenuators used to obtain the 

3 db points had a vital affect on the measureiaentSe Their 

■eharactefisties are:

frequency ' ..' Device ■. Accuracy

S band Calibrated Attenuator Ge3 db
' . HP S380A : \ '

,X■band’ ' v ; ’Precision Attenuator 0e 1 db
V: HP X382A ;:'V ;:̂ ■'■■\ :

K band Precision Attenuator 0=1 db
' % " ; ;: . - HP P382A ■■■ ; .

The accuracy of the measurement of the klystron operating 

frequency was not a critical factor in this wrk since the measured 

values were not used directly* In contrast to this, the line widths 

were calculated by subtracting large values of field intensify and 

so did not approach the accuracy of the frequency measurement* Thus, 

it is felt that the accuracy of frequency measurements was well with- 

I in’'the ’: limits' required ’ for competent experimental work* ■ , : :;■■

In the measurement of field intensify two factors were of 

prime importance, in producing possible error* First> the gaussmefer 

and the associated external frequency standard and second, the precision 

attenuatorso The gaussmeter consists basically of an oscillator whose 

frequency is dependent upon the magnetic field intensity* The oscillating 

frequency is determined by the use of an external frequency standard 

and this frequency is then converted into field intensity by means of - 

conversion charts* For this reason the accuracy of the field measure? 

menfs is essentially that of the external frequency standard* Thus,
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for a field intensity of 3000 oersteds an error of + lo8 oersteds 

is possible using the BC-221e For a field of 6000 oersteds an 

error of 4- 6o0 oersteds is possible using the XS - 323/Uo

The precision attenuators appear at first to be the primary 

source of error; howevers within each frequency band the actual 

,calibration accuracy is not as important as the resetability of the 

attenuator^ For Instance^ assume that the X382A provided 2«.9 db 

instead of 3 db at the 3 db point and was correct at the 0 db point* 

This would lead tb narrower line widths throughout X band but would 

not yield a 3 percent error as indicated by a 0.1 db error in 3 db.

The resetability of the attehuators;was checked by taking several 

line width measuremehts at the center frequency of each of the wave

guide bands. The results of these checks indicated that the re

setability of the attenuators provided less than 1 per cent difference 

in line widths which is well within the accuracy of other portions of 

the experimento It is worth noting that although the absolute accuracy 

of the calibrated attehuator used at S band Was considerably less than 

the accuracy of the precision attenuators used at X and K bands, its
■ 7  7 7 -/v -::'7, v ; - 7 ;  - . / ■ ",resetability proved to be just as good.

3®5 Comparison of Theoretical Predictions and Experimental Results

As discussed in section 2a2 the theoretical predictions of the 

variation of line width with frequency are:

ao With the .Bloeh-Bloembergen damping term -- line 
width independent of frequencyo ,
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b, Hith the liandau-Mfshitz damping term —  line 
width linearly dependent upon frequencyo

The results of experimentally determining the line width 

as a function of frequency for four YIG ferrite samples are shown 

in Figures 3*2 to'3*5. In each case the line width was, within 

experimental error, constant from 6®2 to 18 kmc as predicted by the 

Bloch-Bloembergen formulation. However, between 298 and 3e95 kmc 

the line width exhibited a resonance type peak which is not predicted 

by either the Bloch-Bloembergen or the Landau-Lifshitz formulation.

The discontinuity at 12o4 kmc was anticipated prior to per

forming the experiment and may be explained by the following 

reasoningo 12<.4 kmc is the division between X and BL bands and 

thus is the point where each sample was ground down to a smaller 

size® As the sample size was decreased it became inereasingly more 

difficult to obtain as smooth a surface finish as beforeo Thus, the 

smaller the sample became, the rougher its surface. Since Stinson 

showed that improving the surface finish decreases the line width 

(see section 3,1), the reverse should be true, or a poorer surface 

finish would lead to a larger line width. Since the samples when 

tested at K band were smaller and thus rougher (relative to size) 

than they were at X band, it is to be expected that they would 

exhibit a larger measured line width at K band,
' ■ ; ■ ' . ' ; V

The resonance peak which the line width exhibits in S band 

is a new phenomena for which I have no explanation. However, 1
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FIGURE 3 . 3 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS SAMPLE NO. 2
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feel quite confident that the phenomena is intrinsic to the material 

and not attributable to measurement inaccuracies. The phenomena has 

not been noticed before because line widths are usually measured at 

a fixed frequency in S and X bands. However, ferrite manufacturers 

often specify line widths of 30 oersteds at 3 kmc and 60 oersteds at 

9 kmc which is consistent with Figures 3.2- 3.5.



Chapter 4

'■V,... ■' . GOB3hWlONS A' ' \

,4a 1 Conclusions r,; >

As a result of the experimental work done in connection with

this thesis the following conclusions have been reached:

&0 Neither the Bloeh-Bloembergen nor the Landau-Lifshitz 

damping terms yield the correct formulation for 

describing the variation of line width with frequency

throughout the microwave frequency spectrum measured

r;v here* ' , ■,, , ; : . , , ■ \

b® TheBloeh-Bloembergen term is correct in the frequency 

• range of 8*2 to 18 kmc* ' -

Co The line width exhibits a resonance type peak between 

2*8 and 3= 95 kmc which is not predicted by either of 

the above f ormulations * \

4*2 Suggestions for Further Study

Before more definite conclusions can be drawn concerning the 

applicability of either the: Landau-Mfshitz or the B loeh-B loembergen 

damping terms further experimental study will be required* This study

26
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will divide itself into two natural categoriess The first of 

these categories is the region above 18 kmeo In this region 

experimentation will be limited not only by the availability of 

equipment but by the extremely small site of ferrite sampleso 

It is felt that a more sophisticated means will have to be 

developed for grihding the samples to provide a uniform surface 

finish and also satisfactory measures taken to safeguard such 

small samples from lo@s0

The second region for further study has perhaps the best 

possibility of yielding significant resultso This Is the area 

below 2o8 kmc and also from 3*95 to 8o2 kmc». Experimentation 

below 2=8 kmc will be limited primarily by the equipment requireda. 

If waveguide is used^ physical size will be a major problemo If 

coax is used a coaxial,type cross guide coupler will have to be 

developed:, Of course# experimentation from 3<>95 £0 802 kmc will be 

merely a repetition of the work performed here®
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